Supplementary Figure S3. Dependency network analysis using baseline-normalized variables for the experimental sleep restriction (SR).
Node shapes represent different type of variables such as clinical immunological variables, RNA expression variables, LC-MS lipidomic variables, and NMR lipoprotein variables among others (see Supplementary Table S5 ). Node colour corresponds to significance and direction of regulation comparing the experimental SR group (cases) with the control group.
Supplementary Figure S4. Dependency network analysis of the control group in the experimental sleep restriction (SR) study.
Please see Supplementary Figure S3 and Supplementary  Table S5 for more information.
Supplementary Figure S5. Correlation of sleep insufficiency with sleep duration.
Self-reported sleep duration in subjects with different levels of subjective sleep insufficiency (SSI) or "oversleep" (OS) in the YFS sample (N=2110). Sleep duration was strongly associated to SSI (P=4.9E-93 and β=-0.5 h, in our linear model adjusted for sex and age, N=2077 without the OS groups). mOS = moderate oversleep (N=26), heavy oversleep (N=7), noSSI = no subjective sleep insufficiency (N=1742), mSSI = moderate SSI (N=285), hSSI = heavy SSI (N=50). Supplementary Table S1 . Characteristics of the experimental and epidemiological samples.
In the experimental sleep restriction (Exp SR) study, sleep of healthy young males (cases, N=14) was restricted to 4 h per night for 5 nights in laboratory conditions, whereas the control group (controls, N=7) had 8 hours time in bed. The epidemiological subsample of DILGOM included 18% subjects with subjective sleep insufficiency (SSI).
In the Young Finns Study (YFS) replication sample, 16% had moderate (m) or heavy (h) SSI, estimated using self-reported sleep need and length. Results of the analysis are depicted in Supplementary Fig. S3 
